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More info on becoming a Leader can be found

Business/committee/non-profit organization volunteer experience is desirable, but not required. Reach out
to:

sometimes in person. Expect 4-8 hours per month of volunteer work; sometimes more.

extraordinary CMC volunteer. We have monthly committee meetings every second Tuesday via Zoom, and

The CMC's Day Hiker School (DHS) is seeking BPX Trip Leaders to assist as field instructors. DHS, which

day on the trail.

All members attending the Bash will receive a Kool Tie, a tubular fabric scarf worn around your neck for
recognize and reward our BPX Trip Leaders, see Friends Old and New, and enjoy food and drinks. Stay

BPX LINKS:

BPX INSTAGRAM:

BPX FACEBOOK:

The curriculum, has grown quickly in the last year. We support BPX Trip Leader involvement as a way to keep

Please share your BPX Adventures, Trip Reports, and Photos with the rest of us, your backpacking
community. You can add them directly to FB and Instagram or send then to

BPX Trip Reports

BPX Trip Leaders needed for Fall/Holiday School.

EAU HMH backpacks: Rick & Susan!

Note from Editor: After 3 years of writing articles for the BACKCOUNTRY CACHE, Bob and Bobbi are

CMC connects Coloradans with more than 3,000 trips, hikes and activities annually.

SCHOOL EVENTS

DAY HIKER SCHOOL

Mountain Side Gear Rental

Continue to check CMC trip signup for BPX trips as leaders are still entering their trips in the new system

Trips With 0-1 on Standby List*

Trips With Openings*

*As Of August 19

CMC Backpacking Section Supports Leave No Trace

What color will you pick?

CMC's Leave No Trace Ambassadors promote use of reusable, antimicrobial pee bottles as your "pee bottle" and using it in the comfort of your tent. Just make sure you don't confuse it with your water bottle. In his memoir, Touch the Top of the World, Colorado's blind adventurer,

reusable, antimicrobial pee bottles as your "pee bottle" and using it in the comfort of your tent. Just make sure you don't confuse it with your water bottle. In his memoir, Touch the Top of the World, Colorado's blind adventurer,

For women using a pee bottle is more complicated. Fortunately, there are female urination devices

(FUDs), aka pee funnels. For using them to pee into a bottle, make sure you pick one that has an

enough to venture outside your tent. Leaving the warmth of your tent in cold and snowy weather can be

It is a pain to try to sleep while still maintaining enough consciousness to notice when it's stopped raining
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The CMC's Day Hiker School (DHS) is seeking BPX Trip Leaders to assist as field instructors. DHS, which has grown quickly in the last year. We support BPX Trip Leader involvement as a way to keep our members engaged and excited about hiking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>